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ABSTRACT

Herbert Clark’s Joint Action Theory (JAT) addresses the
social and cognitive mechanisms that coordinate face-toface conversation. A theory of analytical JAT can help to
clarify provenance of analytical findings that emerge from
collaborative processes. Our “Pair Analytics” (PA) method
extends JAT to the analysis of collocated collaboration
using VA tools. We find that PA/JAT is effective for
studying the structuring and navigation of joint analysis, the
management of joint attention, and cognitive workload in
joint activities.
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POSITION STATEMENT

Joint Action Theory (JAT), Herbert H. Clark’s theory of
language in use, is an established psycholinguistic
framework that has been effective in bridging social and
cognitive understandings of human communication
[3,4,5,6,7,8]. For Clark, language use is an instantiation of a
broader class of human practices called “joint activities”. In
joint activities, individual participatory “joint actions” are
coordinated to produce the intended effect. This implies
coordinating content –what the participants intend to do,
and coordinating process –how each participant generates
actions to produce the desired joint effect. From this
perspective, language in use is understood as a social
process, rather than as a mere exchange of information
between speakers and listeners, whose function is to solve
coordination problems in joint actions (e.g. turn-taking,
accounting for delays, structuring and navigating the
analysis, mutual monitoring of understanding and attention,
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etc.). This is our starting theoretical point to apply joint
action theory to study analytical reasoning: how do humans
use language and interactions with artifacts to solve
coordination problems in collaborative, visual analytics?
We believe that a theory of analytical JAT is needed if we
are to establish provenance for analytical findings that
emerge from collaborative processes. We use JAT theory as
a starting point to studying analytic provenance by
documenting how we use language and interactions with
artifacts to solve coordination problems in collaborative
VA. We do this through use of Pair analytics (PA) [1]. PA
generates protocol data about thought processes in
collaborative interaction with VA tools. Loosely based on
“pair programming” from “extreme programming” software
development [10], PA combines a Subject Matter Expert
(SME) and a Visual Analytics Expert (VAE). The dyad is
given an analytical task, data set, and VA tool(s). The VAE
has technical expertise in the use of VA tools, but less
domain knowledge. The SME understands the analytic
domain, but has less VA knowledge. The pair generates a
human-to-human dialog that makes explicit the mental
models and cognitive processes of SME and VAE as they
coordinate collaborative analysis. The interaction of the
dyad with the VA tool generates a human-data dialog in
which software models may interact with human mental
models -e.g. as visualizations created by the dyad result in
unexpected outcomes. Video and screen capture data from
PA sessions are analyzed with Joint Action Theory.
We conducted a pilot study in 2009 to test and refine the
PA/JAT theory-method with four SMEs in aircraft
maintenance engineering and two VAEs from our
laboratory. Results from four sessions showed the
advantages of PA over “thinking-aloud” protocols [9] or
ethnographic methods [13]. PA is non-intrusive, taking
advantage of the natural and continuous flow of speech
used to coordinate joint action [6]. As a result there was no
need for a researcher to prompt participants to keep talking,
as in think-aloud protocols. This reduces interference with
cognitive task performance. Second, PA provided an entry
point to study individual cognitive processes, (e.g. cognitive
workload) and social processes (e.g. on-screen coordination
gestures for joint actions) in an “in-vivo” setting. Thus PA
shares some of the advantages of ethnographic or fieldstudy methods to study cognition in practice.
The pilot study found at least three socio-cognitive
phenomena of collaborative VA through JAT analysis [1,2]:

The pilot study also showed that at least three sociocognitive phenomena of collaborative visual analytics can
be studied by using pair analytics and joint action [1][2]:
(1) Structuring and navigation of joint visual analysis:
analysts structure and navigate visual analysis by using
vertical and horizontal verbal markers and on-screen
gestures. “Vertical markers” are verbal gestures, such as
“okay,” and “all right,” that signal transitions between
different analytical tasks. “Horizontal markers,” such as
“yeah” and “mhmm,” on the other hand, are used to signal
continuation within a singular analytical task [3]. By using
vertical and horizontal markers, analysts create an ad-hoc
structure of an analysis and navigate through it in an orderly
fashion [1]. Analysts also use interactional strategies, such
as “saving-state-of-the-analysis” as vertical markers to
signal transitions (and milestones such as insights) between
different phases of the analysis.
(2) Management of joint attention: Gaze, finger-pointing
and mouse-point are gestures used by the analysts to direct
joint attention, when used by a speaker, and to confirm that
joint attention is in place, when used by a listener.
(3) Use of “self-talk” with on-screen gesturing to visually
inform about progress on the execution of a cognitively
demanding task during the visual analysis: Pauses in joint
visual analysis were accompanied by “self-talk” of
participants on-task: The social substratum of pair analytics
demands that participants inform each other about problems
that they encounter in their interaction, such as cognitively
demanding tasks (e.g. retrieving information from memory,
understanding some questions, solving problems, etc) [12].
When facing these challenges, participants delay their
responses to the requests from the other participants and
resort to the use of fillers, such as “uh,” “um,” and self-talk
to account for longer delays [12]. This is a natural strategy
used by people in conversational settings to “save face”
[11]. We are currently studying and categorizing “self-talk”
occurrences in pair analytics as indicators or cognitive
workload.
Details of these socio-cognitive phenomena and processes
as well as more details on the method and the theory will be
provided during the workshop.
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